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Transient solutions of the dynamics in low-speed fiber spinning process
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Abstract

The transient solutions of the fiber spinning process when flow-induced crystallization occurs on the spinline have not been reported yet in the
literature. By contrast, the steady state behavior is well understood and has been simulated by many researchers, as has the transient behavior
with no crystallization on the spinline. In this study, this particular issue has been investigated in the low-speed spinning case where no necklike
deformation occurs on the spinline, incorporating flow-induced crystallization into the mathematical model of the system and then devising proper
numerical schemes to produce temporal pictures of fiber spinning process. It turns out that the difficulty in obtaining transient solution for fiber
spinning when it is accompanied by flow-induced crystallization lies in the extreme sensitivity of the spinline velocity toward the fluid stress level.
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This parameter plays a key role in finding the spinneret stress level for the numerical marching scheme employed in obtaining the solu
governing equations. This is in sharp contrast to the case of no crystallization on the spinline where the profiles of spinline variables
insensitive to the spinneret stress level, thus allowing previous researchers to obtain transient solutions with little difficulty. In addithe
successful transient solutions of fiber spinning dynamics with flow-induced crystallization reported in the present study, it is also show
destabilizing effect of flow-induced crystallization in low speed spinning process is confirmed by a linear stability analysis.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The dynamics of fiber spinning, particularly that of melt spin-
ning, has been studied by many research groups throughout the
world during the last four decades since the first efforts by Kase
and Matsuo[1] and Ziabicki[2] opened the realm. The stabil-
ity, steady state process sensitivity, and various other aspects
of the spinning dynamics have steadily attracted researchers’
interest both in academia and industry, resulting in a volumi-
nous body of information accumulated on the process[3–11].
Especially, the interesting instability phenomenon called draw
resonance, frequently observed in fiber spinning (e.g., Liu and
Beris [7] and Jung et al.[11]) along with in film casting (e.g.,
Iyengar and Co[12] and Lee et al.[13]) and film blowing (e.g.,
Yoon and Park[14] and Hyun et al.[15]), has been respon-
sible for many important research results[7–15] ever since it
was first experimentally observed and named as such in the
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early 1960s[16,17]. This draw resonance instability, a Ho
bifurcation instability, is not only an academically interes
stability subject but also an industrially important producti
issue.

Transient simulation of fiber spinning has naturally bec
an important subject as steady state solutions of the pr
had been readily available solving a set of governing pa
differential equations covering various dynamics occurrin
fiber spinning. Unfortunately, however, this transient solu
has turned out extremely difficult to obtain if flow-induced cr
tallization (FIC) occurs on the spinline, while it is rather a sim
exercise without it. To our knowledge, there has been no
sient solution reported in the open literature when flow-indu
crystallization is involved.

We have thus addressed this problem, i.e., obtaining
sient solutions when flow-induced crystallization occurs on
spinline, since it is indispensable to developing strategie
stabilization and optimization of fiber spinning process[18].
Resolving the problem is equally warranted in other impor
polymer processing operations such as film casting[19] and
film blowing [20,21] where the same flow-induced crystalli
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tion plays a crucial role in shaping their dynamics of extensional
deformation.

2. Modeling

A nonisothermal model with crystallization kinetics was
used in this study to obtain transient response of the spin-
ning process whose schematic is shown inFig. 1. A Phan-
Thien–Tanner (PTT) constitutive equation, known for its robust-
ness and accuracy in describing extensional deformation pro-
cesses, was employed as a viscoelastic fluid model[22]. A
one-phase crystallization model was adopted for the spinline
fluid similar to those used by other researchers like Joo et al.
[23], and Patel et al.[24], and the simulation for low speed spin-
ning was conducted, where the nonlinear behavior called the
spinline necking is absent. The two-phase crystallization model
that handles the amorphous and crystalline phases in the fluid
separately and is thus considered suitable for simulating high
speed spinning with the necking, as eloquently described by
Kulkarni and Beris[25], and Doufas et al.[26,27], was thus not
employed in this study.

Equation of continuity:
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∂Z
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Crystallinity equation:
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Equation of motion:
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.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of fiber spinning process.
Boundary conditions:

= A0, V = V0, T = T0, X = 0,

tZ = 0 and t∗ ≥ 0, (6a)

= VL = rV0, atZ = L and t∗ = 0, (6b)

= VL = rV0(1 + δ), atZ = L andt∗ > 0, (6c)

hereA is the spinline cross-sectional area,V the spinline veloc
ty, t* the elapsed time,Z the spatial coordinate in the flo
irection,ρ the fluid density,L the spinning distance,σ the fluid
xial extra stress,g the gravity acceleration constant,FD the air-
rag per unit surface area,Cf the friction coefficient,ρf the air
ensity,νf the kinematic viscosity of the air,λ the fluid relax-
tion time,ε andξ the PTT model parameters,η the fluid shea
iscosity, G the fluid shear modulus,α the model paramet
epresenting the crystallinity dependency of the viscosity,T the
uid temperature,Ta the cooling air temperature,Cp the fluid
eat capacity,h the heat transfer coefficient between the fluid

he cooling air,Vy the cooling air velocity,�H∗
f the crystalliza

ion heat,X the crystallinity,X∞ the ultimate crystallinity,n the
vrami index,Kmax the maximum crystallization rate,Tmax the
uid temperature having the maximum crystallization rate,D the
rystallization half width temperature range,κ the flow-induced
rystallization (FIC) enhancement factor representing the s
ependency of the crystallization rate following the similar m
ls in the literature[26,27], r the drawdown ratio, andδ is the
onstant step disturbance at take-up velocity. Subscripts
mean die exit and take-up conditions, respectively. It sh

e noted that the trace of extra stress tensor in the flow-ind
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Table 1
Model parameters for iPP

Parameters Values Ref.

Density,ρ (kg/m3) 970 [31]
Heat capacity,Cp (cal/(g◦C)) 0.46 [31]
Zero-shear viscosity,η0 (Poise) 34200 [31]
Relaxation time,λ0 (s) 0.04 [31]
PTT model parameters,ε andξ 0.015, 0.6 [28]
Dimensionless activation energy,E/R (K) 5.602× 103 [31]
Heat of crystallization,�Hf (J/g) 148.453 [31]
Maximum crystallization rate,Kmax (s−1) 0.55 [2]
Temperature at max. crystallization rate,Tmax (K) 338 [2]
Crystallization half width temperature range,D (K) 333 [2]
Maximum crystallinity,X∞ (%) 55 [29]
Crystallinity dependency parameter of viscosity,� 5.1 [30]
Flow-induced crystallization enhancement factor,κ 8.2 [29]

term in the crystallinity equation is simply reduced to the single
axial extra stress,σ, in our 1-D model[26].

In the present study, isotactic polypropylene (iPP) has been
selected as an example fluid for spinning with flow-induced crys-
tallization to compare with experimental results in the literature.
Some of the rheological properties and model parameters capa-
ble of predicting the fundamental aspects of iPP are summarized

F
t
v

o

Fig. 3. Determination of optimal (a) temporal and (b) spatial mesh points for
numerical simulation using the same conditions ofFig. 6(c).

in Table 1 [2,28–31]. The PTT model parameters for iPP resin
were adopted from the literature considering the nature of its
extension thinning behavior[28]. The flow-induced crystalliza-
tion (FIC) enhancement factor,κ, which the spinline crystallinity
profiles are acutely sensitive to, has taken on the value of 8.2 for
iPP as determined from the experimental crystallinity data of
Kolb et al. [29] as shown inFig. 2(a). The simulated results
then agree well with the experimental data of the spinline cross-
section area profile by Kolb et al.[29] (Fig. 2(b)), confirming
the reasonable choice of rheological parameters for iPP.

Although many researchers have assumed the fluid modulus
maintaining a constant value throughout the spinline based on
the fact that the temperature dependency of the fluid modulus
is much smaller than that of the shear viscosity. However, the
crystallinity dependency of the fluid modulus turns out to be
rather substantial as shown by Muslet and Kamal[30]. Their
quite useful model for the fluid modulus, i.e., the function of
crystallinity, has thus been adopted in this study as shown in
ig. 2. Comparison of simulation results with experimental data[29] of (a) crys-
allinity and (b) fiber diameter for iPP fiber spinning atr = 66.67,v0 = 0.6 m/min,

L = 40 m/min,λ0 = 0.04 s,Ta = 25◦C andT0 = 210◦C to obtain the best value
f FIC enhancement factor (κ = 8.2).

Eq. (3). The fluid viscosity and the relaxation time are then the
functions of temperature and crystallinity both, which conse-
quently prevents an abnormal increase in the spinline stress, one
of the main difficulties obtaining the transient solutions when
flow-induced crystallization occurs on the spinline.

The dimensional equations of Eqs.(1)–(6)are now rendered
into the following dimensionless form.
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Equation of continuity:
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Boundary conditions:

a0 = 1, v0 = 1, θ0 = 1, x0 = 0,

atz = 0 and t ≥ 0, (12a)

F
λ

= η0 exp
Ea

RT0

1

θ
− 1 + αx .
ig. 4. Steady state spinline profiles obtained by simulation with and witho

0 = 0.04 s,Ta = 25◦C andT0 = 210◦C.
vL = r, atz = 1 and t = 0, (12b)
ut crystallization for iPP fiber spinning atr = 66.67,v0 = 0.6 m/min,vL = 40 m/min,
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vL = r(1 + δ), atz = 1 and t > 0. (12c)

wherea, v, t, z, andτ denote the dimensionless spinline cross-
sectional area, spinline velocity, time, distance in the flow direc-
tion, and fluid axial extra stress, respectively,Cin the inertia
coefficient,Cgr the gravity coefficient,Cad the air-drag coeffi-
cient,De the Deborah number,St the Stanton number, andθ, θa,
�Hf , vy, x, km, θmax, andd are the dimensionless spinline tem-
perature, cooling air temperature, crystallization heat, cooling
air velocity, crystallinity, maximum crystallization rate, temper-
ature at maximum crystallization rate, and crystallization half
width temperature range, respectively.

In this one-dimensional model, the radial variation of the
stress is disregarded and the Avrami index,n, is set to unity
because of the uniaxial extensional flow[25–27].

3. Numerical schemes

To solve the above governing equations, a finite difference
method (FDM) was employed with 1000× 5000 mesh points
in z–t grid guaranteeing acceptable accuracy for the simulation
results, because of the fact that only minimal improvements are
gained as shown inFig. 3 with smaller temporal and spatial
mesh sizes than the optimal ones: the spatial coordinate being
discretized by the backward difference method for the 2nd order
accuracy, and for the time discretization, an absolutely stable
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Fig. 5. Transient solutions for iPP fiber spinning with and without crystallization
under the conditions (a) the same as inFig. 4and (b) the same as inFig. 4except
for λ0 = 0.06 s.

shown inFig. 4, with the spinline velocity and the temperature
increasing quite substantially triggered by spinline crystalliza-
tion.

The transient solutions of the two cases ofFig. 4 with and
without crystallization on spinline, have been obtained in this
study when the 10% step change in take-up velocity (i.e.,δ = 0.1)
is introduced, and then are displayed inFig. 5. Although the both
cases are stable, the case with crystallization emerges as less
stable, taking more time converging to the steady state, reveal-
ing that the spinline crystallization destabilizes the iPP spinning
process. Such destabilizing effect of the crystallization on the
spinning has also been clarified by the linear stability analysis.
(Appendix Ashows the details about this linear stability analy-
sis.) The real part of the leading eigenmode of the system with
crystallization indeed shows the larger value than that without
crystallization, i.e.,−15.29 versus−26.79, confirming the less
stable nature of the crystallization case.

Once the numerical schemes of this study prove capable of
producing transient solutions of the spinning with spinline crys-
tallization, other sensitivity studies can be easily performed as
well. AsFig. 5(a and b) show, the destabilizing effect of the fluid
viscoelasticity, which is characteristic of extension thinning flu-
ids[13,28]including iPP in this study, is more pronounced when
the crystallization occurs on the spinline. Also, the steady state
spinline profile of crystallinity moves toward the spinneret with
the increasing viscoelasticity as shown inFig. 6(a). Fig. 6(b)
nd order Gear method (so-called BDF2 method) being us
void numerical instabilities[32].

The extreme sensitivity of the spinline velocity tow
he fluid stress level at spinneret, in sharp contrast to
rystallization cases where the spinline velocity exhibits m
mal sensitivity to the stress level at the spinneret, is foun
e one reason for the difficulties obtaining the transient s

ions of fiber spinning dynamics. A robust bracket method
sed to resolve this matter as adopted in many optimiz
roblems[33], to find precisely the initial stress level satisfy

he velocity boundary conditions at take-up. After this in
tress guessing problem is overcome, there arises anot
etting transient solutions especially when the system is
scillatory instability of draw resonance, mainly due to the v
teep crystallinity profiles developed around the crystalliza
oints on the spinline. To handle this difficulty, the govern
quations have been solved in two steps, i.e., solving firs
ontinuity, motion, constitutive and energy equations withou
rystallinity equation using pre-guessed constant crystal
alues on the spinline initially adopted from the steady s
olutions, and then solving next the full set of five equat
sing the improved values for the state variables generat

he first step as the starting values.

. Results and discussions

According to the experimental results reported in the lit
ure[18,20,29], the flow-induced crystallization occurs for i
esins even at low speeds in fiber spinning and film casting
pinline profiles of many state variables then exhibit very
erent shapes as compared with the no-crystallization cas
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Fig. 6. Numerical solutions for iPP fiber spinning atr = 66.67,v0 = 0.6 m/min,
vL = 40 m/min,Ta = 25◦C andT0 = 210◦C: (a) steady profiles of spinline crys-
tallinity with three different fluid relaxation times (viscoelasticity) and (b)
one-cycle evolution of crystallinity profile during draw resonance instability
with λ0 = 0.06 s.

displays the one-cycle evolution of crystallinity profile when the
system is in draw resonance under the conditions ofFig. 5(b).
Fig. 7 shows the results of the linear stability analysis of the
systems with crystallization (without crystallization, the sys-
tem is found always stable as far as the operating condition
remain in the attainable region of the stability diagram), clearly

Fig. 7. Stability diagrams for the systems with crystallization produced by the
linear stability analysis plotted against fluid relaxation time.

demonstrating once again the less stable nature of the crystal-
lization cases. More detailed stability results of spinning process
when it is accompanied by flow-induced crystallization includ-
ing high-speed spinning where neck-like deformation occurs,
will be reported elsewhere later[34].

The above analysis of the effect of flow-induced crystalliza-
tion on spinning dynamics and stability has only been possible
with the transient solutions available. These transient solutions
then make possible further stabilization and optimization strate-
gies for spinning to improve the process productivity. The same
approach should also be equally applicable to other extension
deformation processes like film casting and film blowing pro-
cesses for the same productivity improvements.

5. Conclusions

The transient solutions of fiber spinning process accompa-
nied by flow-induced crystallization (FIC) have been obtained
for the first time for low speed spinning, employing the model of
the crystallinity-dependent fluid modulus as reported in the liter-
ature into the governing equations along with the newly devised
numerical schemes. Isotactic polypropylene (iPP) was selected
as an example fluid in this simulation study to compare with
literature results. From the results of transient responses in fiber
spinning with flow-induced crystallization available as reported
i sys-
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n this study, it has been found that the low-speed spinning
em is destabilized by crystallization on the spinline. Ano
heoretical tool, the linear stability analysis, exactly supp
his finding. Utilizing the numerical techniques capable of
ucing transient solutions of this system, the stabilization
ptimization of fiber spinning can be readily pursued using

nformation on the transient behavior of the process. The
pproach is equally applicable to other extensional deform
olymer processings like film casting and film blowing.
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ppendix A

To briefly describe the linear stability analysis, the gover
quations are compactly represented in a vector residual f

(q, q̇) = 0. (A.1)

hereq = q(a, v, τ, θ, x) is the state variable vector of spinli
rea, velocity, axial stress, temperature, and crystallinity.
ectorq̇ denotes the time derivative ofq.

The temporal perturbations are then introduced into the
ariables to get the following perturbation variables.

(t, z) = q
S
(z) + δq(t, z). (A.2)
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whereδq represents the perturbed quantities of states variables,
andq

S
is obtained fromR(q

S
, 0) = 0.

On substituting these perturbation variables into the govern-
ing equations, Eq.(A.1) is then linearized as follows.

Jδq − Mδq̇ = 0. (A.3)

whereJ ≡ ∂R

∂q
, M ≡ − ∂R

∂q̇
are the Jacobian and mass matrices,

respectively.
Next, after replacingδq(t, z) by y(z) eΩt , whereΩ is a com-

plex eigenvalue that accounts for the growth rate of the pertur-
bation, and using a proper finite difference scheme, finally an
eigenmatrix system is obtained.

ΩMy = Jy (A.4)

The stability of the system is then determined by eigenvalues,
Ω. If the real part of the dominant eigenvalue ofΩ for a given
condition is found positive, then the system is unstable, mean-
ing that any initial disturbance introduced in the perturbation
variables in Eq.(A.2) grows unbounded with time.
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